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Alchemist's Errand is a 5 session adventure for 4-6 PCs of levels 6-8. It is designed for a variety of classes: Wizard, Ranger, Monk, Rogue, Cleric, Fighter and Barbarian, as well as abilities character roles (Dragonborn and more) and builds (3 characters as Humans
and 1 character as an elf). Alchemist’s Errand features: Thirsty Serpent Tavern A variety of GMed encounters and puzzles A variety of GMed NPCs Optional traps and traps kits Detailed maps A variety of monsters, flora and fauna New magical items with great
potential An adventure spanning several different small maps. There is nothing like a simple task that turns out to be more complex than the average adventure - but then… things are never that simple. The Pathfinder RPG Compatible Rules in a nutshell... This
content is fully compatible with Pathfinder Core Rules as well as Pathfinder Advanced Player’s Guide (with the exception of the elemental chart that is only compatible with the Core Rulebook). Alchemist's Errand is a fully GM-led adventure so the text is designed to
work well with many different different types of game styles, but if a GM requires more guidance with regards to required monster encounters and traps it is available as a Player Option in the Downloads section. "Monstrous Manual" - An essential companion to the
Pathfinder RPG Gamebooks, packed with profiles of hundreds of monsters, as well as everything you need to populate a campaign with bizarre beasts from all over Every monster comes with: - A point based attack rating from 0 to 8 and a few other details - An
alignment, an AC if it has one and a standard ability score - A brief history of the monster's evolution (if relevant) - A paragraph detailing what effect the monster's unique defining feature has on its combat tactics Treat this as you would any other book - as a tool
to run the adventures they are designed to run. Even though these are completely optional they can be used if the GM feels they are needed, otherwise they are included free of charge. "Dungeon Master's Screen" This screen is actually a template of the entire
module. If you would like to convert your own module to use this screen simply use the batch conversion tool and then
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Fantasy Grounds - A07: Alchemist's Errand (PFRPG) Features Key:
Battlemindi
add-on: Alchemist's Errand (Premium Theme Pack)
Elemental theme - Rustic
Round greater than 3rd
Fog of war roll every turn
Makes for tricky spellcasting :)
I'm happy to be able to share this adventure with my fellow PFRPG players, and I'm also trying to promote and share some new game recommendations with you. See my blog for more fun new games to try and get your friends to play on Fantasy Grounds (go ahead, I'll be nice).
A slight reminder that the awards for my (the author's) contest and Premium Theme Pack are pretty awesome. See the blog post for those prizes!
wendy made up this cool little post-apocalyptic setting for our game, dubbed "Alchemist's Errand."
wendy here would like to hear if any of you are planning on using Fantasy Grounds to run this adventure. If so, please let wendy know.
Please note: I will be adding these readings in now (and later) to the
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Pathfinder Play-By-Post is a complete ruleset for roleplaying games, specifically for the Pathfinder RPG. The Pathfinder Play-By-Post ruleset is a simplification of the Pathfinder ruleset, and has been designed to allow players and their Game Masters to play without
needing to learn an entirely new ruleset. A07: Alchemist’s Errand is a Pathfinder compatible adventure for a group of 4-6 characters of levels 6-8. Alchemist's Errand: A Pathfinder compatible adventure for 4-6 PCs of levels 6-8 Sometimes it is the simplest of tasks which
end up taking much more of time and energy than they should. When the party is asked by the local sage to collect some rare flora, it feels like relatively easy money; a journey into the woods they’ve traveled before, a conversation with someone they’ve met before
and then on to gather the crop. The characters can hear the Thirsty Serpent tavern calling them after a brisk afternoon’s work. But the PCs’ plans go awry when it turns out nothing is quite that straight forward. Deals have to be struck, foes defeated, anger and scorn
dealt with and then the whole process gone through again. When there is duplicity at every turn and double-crossing is done with relish, the PCs have to keep their wits and weapons equally sharp. Dealing with someone who is prepared to cross the line between
humiliation and harm at a moment’s notice is a tough challenge; this quickly becomes about much more than mere mushrooms! Also included in "Alchemist's Errand": Maps by 3x ENnie Award winning Cartographer Todd Gamble New Monster: Tri-Tongued Horror 7 New
Traps 1 High Resolution Battlemap 3 Full Screen Cave Maps filled with illustrations New Magical Item: Jaamuuri's Amulet of Icy Defense Requires: A Fantasy Grounds full or ultimate license or an active subscription and the included Pathfinder ruleset (3.5E Compatible).
About The Game Fantasy Grounds - A07: Alchemist's Errand (PFRPG): Pathfinder Play-By-Post is a complete ruleset for roleplaying games, specifically for the Pathfinder RPG. The Pathfinder Play-By-Post ruleset is a simplification of the Pathfinder ruleset, and has been
designed to allow players and their Game Masters d41b202975
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• Work your way through a detailed Interactive Map! • Encounter various NPCs and foes! • Gather materials! • Solve puzzles! • Make Your Way To The End! The Time: • Battle is flexible and can take place anytime during a nights work! • You are able to speed up,
slow down or move left or right at any time. • There are two different difficulty modes to choose from. The Place: • You are playing in a town with a Thirsty Serpent tavern. • The town is located in a cave complex filled with various assorted dungeons, platforms,
bridges, treasure trove and more! • The entire map is left and right click editable! The Item: • You can choose if you want to have a full screen map or a small version of the map on your computer! Requirements: • New or old versions of Fantasy Grounds® • A
subscription to Fantasy Grounds® Fantasy Grounds® downloads are downloadable for Windows 7+ and Mac 10.5+ Operating Systems. Fantasy Grounds® Ultimate installations are downloadable for Windows 7+ and Mac 10.5+. Fantasy Grounds® Full installs are
downloadable for Mac OS X 10.3+ and Windows XP. Windows XP and Windows 7 require an Internet connection during installation. Fantasy Grounds® Ultimate requires a subscription for the continued use of the software. The subscription is automatically renewing
and the subscription price is based on your license type. For more information on the WotC software and subscription options, please visit: Fantasy Grounds® Player Edition software is available for free download at the Fantasy Grounds® web site. If you need help
or are having technical difficulties, please refer to for more information. Thank you for your support! Fantasy Grounds - A07: Alchemist's Errand (PFRPG) requires a subscription to Fantasy Grounds®, but is compatible with a full or Ultimate license of Fantasy
Grounds® 2 or Fantasy Grounds® 2 Gold Edition. This is a Pathfinder compatible adventure for 4-6 PCs of levels 6-8 Requires Fantasy Grounds® full or Ultimate license. Also requires "Alchemist's Errand" (A07) Adventure DM's Kit by DLA Games "A Pathfinder
compatible adventure for 4-6 PCs of levels 6
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What's new in Fantasy Grounds - A07: Alchemist's Errand (PFRPG):
[v0.0.1] Finally, I bring you full-speed ahead with the PFRPG version of Alchemist's Errand (Alchemist's Errand1), which I will be back to finish converting to a fully-functional A07 version. At this time, because of my reallife commitments, I will have to put the version on hold until such time as I have an opportunity to get back to it again. As a short refresher, this is part of the Magic-Under-the-Sea setting in the "Mystic Sea" ruleset from
Steve Jackson Games and WadCheeverGames called the Player's Front Room Posse Ruleset, or PFRPG. I changed up a few things in the conversion. We'll have to wait a bit to see what the final version will look like. The
Western Callemuffin or "Pilgrim" and the PFRPG, covering the events in Alchemical Smith's Odyssey and Arlen of Watersday's story, which can be seen in Alchemist's Errand1. My most recent (February 2016) response to
the DMs Guild on one of my creation homebrew tools they had a question about... Response to DMs Guild Support {Proposed Redemption mechanic} As a brief, "short form/format" answer, here would be the reason why I
haven't officially uploaded version 0.0.2 of the PFRPG Alchemist's Errand despite my having made the spreadsheet that I used to answer their request for help, which is what the "Reference Answers" column previously
referred to. In response to this statement: "2. Ability Damage: No ability damage should be introduced until Act III or end of Act V. No ability damage should cover anything more than their ability has to offer. It should
define cards. - The terms "no ability damage", "hide ability damage", and "make all ability damage stack", are redundant, but I'll leave that to another time to debate." Firstly, if power level, difficulties, alignment, the set
it's from, things like that, should come into play, then the scope of the game is larger than just the ruleset, as they reference in their statement. In saying this, of course I by no means believe that the scope
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How To Crack Fantasy Grounds - A07: Alchemist's Errand (PFRPG):
Unzip the archive contents of the download into your desktop
Open up and run the software
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System Requirements For Fantasy Grounds - A07: Alchemist's Errand (PFRPG):
Supported OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit) Compatible with DirectX 11 RAM: 4GB Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better Hard Drive: 5GB Duality : Full Requirements : Recommended: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit) Disc: 2.1 GB Recommended: Windows 7, 8, 8.1,
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